Introducing the new DARC AoIP family from Arrakis Systems.

Meet DARC, the AoIP family from Arrakis Systems. An intuitive, powerful Dante enabled Virtual & Digital Console family.

Using Dante, the world leader in Audio over Ethernet (AoIP), DARC has set a new precedent. More powerful, more flexible, and more reliable, Dante is the #1 choice of audio professionals worldwide. Dante connects directly with more than 350 other manufacturer’s audio products, from mics to speakers. Now with DARC, you can control any and all of these audio sources with a simple to setup and operate Virtual console.
DARC Virtual Console Software
$2,000
DARC AoIP Audio Mixing software mixes any Simple-IP or Dante enabled audio source. Adjust volume, select sources and choose which audio sources go out to your network.
- Choose between 4, 8, 12 or 16 input channels.
- 3 Stereo output buses.
- Phone mix-minus bus for Telephone Hybrid.
- Analog or digital inputs & outputs.
- Windows 10 & touchscreen compatible.
- Dante AoIP interstudio ethernet connectivity.
- AES67 AoIP support to work with any network.

Simple-IP 8A
$1,299
With 8 mono (4 stereo) RJ45 analog inputs & outputs, Simple-IP 8A is the perfect source input/output box for connecting your audio sources to your network.

Simple-IP 8D
$1,299
Need to connect to digital sources? Simple-IP 8D is your solution. It has 8 mono (4 stereo) XLR AES3 digital inputs and outputs.

Expandable
With Simple-IP, your AoIP studios are expandable for connecting to as many or as few sources as you need. Using the Dante protocol, you also have access to any and all Dante enabled product on your network.

Dante Enabled | AES67 Compliant
Using the Dante protocol, you receive all the benefits of Dante, such as the Dante Virtual Sound Card, or Dante Via. You also use their Dante Controller software for quick and easy setup.

Simple-IP uses all standard Sample Rates and Sample Bit Depths, and works with all standard 100Mbps & 1000Mbps switches.

Dante is also AES67 compliant, which allows you to connect to other proprietary networks.

Dante AVIO Adapters
Starting at $129.
Quickly connect any analog or digital audio source to play into a Dante audio network, at an extremely affordable price.

DARC Surface
Mix and control your audio sources via software with DARC Virtual Console. DARC Surface gives you a physical interface to control the DARC software.

- DARC Surface 16
  $2,999
- DARC Surface 12
  $2,499
- DARC Surface 8
  $1,999

BUNDLE PRICING

4 Channel Virtual Console
$2,300
- DARC Virtual Console Software
- Simple IP (8A or 8D) Qty 1
- PC not included.

12 Channel Virtual Console
$3,900
- DARC Virtual Console Software
- Simple IP (8A or 8D) Qty 3
- PC not included.

DARC Surface 8 Bundle
$3,999
- DARC Surface 8
- Simple IP (8A or 8D) Qty 2
- DARC Virtual Console Software

DARC Surface 12 Bundle
$5,499
- DARC Surface 12
- Simple IP (8A or 8D) Qty 3
- DARC Virtual Console Software

All prices are subject to change without prior notice.
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